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ABSTRACT
SVM (Support Vector Machine) is a supervised learning which is a boon in disguise to the field of machine
learning. Though a number of classifier seems to exist it gives better result and recognition rates for which
it is opted the most. The other brighter side of SVM is that it minimizes the empirical error and maximizes
the geometric region. Neural network has weakness such that they converge only to the locally best
solutions. Whereas, SVM is far improved. SVM has the capability to select its own support vectors. In case
of Back Propagation algorithm, we should know in advance the value of the output and once we receive a
value after passing through the neurons, the two values are compared and if there is no match found,
backtracking is done as a result of which weights are varied to obtain the exact value. The computational
complexity is going to be very great. It proves to be a useful tool when the data is not regular or when the
distribution is unknown. SVM gains its flexibility from the kernel which in turn makes it successful. This
can provide a unique solution whereas neural networks have multiple solutions for each minima so it does
not seem to be robust for different samples. The greater recognition rate and flexibility makes SVM
popular. Accuracy, recognition rate is very important for the purpose of classification, only then
authentication can be done effectively. This study has been evolved to reveal that SVM gives good
accuracy and recognition rate compared to other classifiers and hence it is considered best for gait
recognition.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
plane that separates clusters of vector with one
category of the target variable on one side of the
plane and with the other category on the other side
of the plane. It finds its application in many fields
like text categorization and image classification.

SVM is one of the classifiers used for the
purpose of classification and regression. The main
objective of SVM is to examine a set of inputs and
classify them accordingly. Out of the given testing
data, it classifies into one of the following class to
which it belongs. If any new input is to be tested
then it is checked rather compared with the classes
available and matched with one of them in the point
space. The classes which are topsy-turvy are
classified with a gap which is as far as possible.
Predictor variable is called an attribute. The
transformed attribute which explains the hyper
plane is called a feature.

It gives better result, efficiency and accuracy on a
comparative basis with algorithms like K-Nearest
Neighbor. It is broadly classified into linear and
non-linear SVM. SVM finds its applications in text
categorization, hand-written character recognition
and image classification. The main goal of SVM is
to separate the category of target variables from the
other category in the hyper plane. Two kinds of
classification can be done which are one against one
and one against many.

The process of selecting the appropriate
representation is known as feature selection. The set
of features that best describes a case is called a
vector. It uses the Structural Risk Minimization
(SRM) principle, which minimizes the upper bound
on the expected risk. It finds the optimal hyper

It has two kinds of margin. Hard margin is a one
which separates the two classes without error and
the soft margin which classifies the two classes by
allowing errors. This study was required to bring in
the importance of SVM classifier when compared
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with other
o
kinds of classifiers
c
in thhe field of patttern
recognnition.

m
applicatiion of facial expression
e
is for
f
The main
automattic reading annd assessment of human-robot
interacttion. Such sysstem was brouught into use in
Sony's Aibo pet robbot, ATR's RooboVie and CU
C
animatoor. Though, a number
n
of otheer classifiers caan
be useed; here, it is shown whhat amount of
recognition rate SVM
M can produce. The recognitioon
accuraccy is 82.2% foor anger, 93% for joy, 99.3%
for surpprise and an average
a
of 86%
% [8]. SVM not
n
only heelps in improvving the recoggnition rate but
also devvelop good muultimodal interffaces.

Section 2 explainss how widely SVM is used and
a
the acccuracy rate obttained. Sectionn 3 with the usee of
compaarative table an
nd bar graph heelp us identify the
classiffier which giv
ves good throuughput. Sectionn 4
briefs about the vaarious papers referred
r
to geet a
deep insight on how SVM functions for various
biomeetrics, section 5 about the futuure directions and
a
sectionn 6 about the conclusion.
c
Thhis also tells abbout
other classifiers which are used in
i biometrics and
a
the piitfalls are cleaarly mentionedd in the literatture
review
w.

(ii) GA
AIT RECOGN
NITION
Gait recognition can
c
be best defined as thhe
mergingg point of variious features taaken together of
the handds and legs to tell what gestuure is performeed.
The varrious gestures are walking, ruunning, jogginng,
sleepingg, waving etc. Thoughh, quasi gaait
recognition needs som
me kind of knnowledge befoore
hand, normal
n
gait recoognition doesnn’t need any annd
that servves to be the reeason for its abbundant usage.
It is tested
t
using vaarious kernels in SVM namely
linear, polynomial
p
and radial basis function (RBF
F).
Linear produces 777.08%, polynoomial produces
77.08%
% and RBF produces 97.91% [7] of
recognition accuracy. Of which RBF
F seems to havve
the higghest recogniition percentaage. The maain
applicattion of gait is in
i the field of medicine wheere
medicall diagnostics are perform
med, forensiccs,
surveillance detectionn etc. The few features
f
that caan
be connsidered for gait
g
recognitionn are angle of
hands and
a legs, velociity, depth etc.

Figuree1: Sample to sh
how SVM classiffier

2.

(iii) HA
AND GEOME
ETRY AND PA
ALM PRINT
VE
ERIFICATION
N
The features
f
for hannd geometry caan be measurinng
the lenggth, width, heeight of the finngers, spaces in
betweenn the fingers annd so on. In a similar manneer,
for palm
m print the feeatures can be how lines ruun,
how dark it is etc. SV
VM is used andd the percentagge
of recoognition for haand geometry is 99.74% annd
that off palm print is
i 99.71% [9]]. Though hannd
mpared to other biometrics, it is
geometrry is easy com
SVM which
w
gives almost 100%
% accuracy annd
withoutt much time coomplexity.

DEPLOYMEN
D
NT OF SVM IN VARIOUS
B
BIOMETRICS
S

Thee various biom
metrics in whiich SVM can be
applied are listed bellow:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(ivv)
(vv)

Face deetection
Gait recognition
a
Hand geometry and
verificaation
Fingerp
print recognitioon
Iris reccognition

E
E-ISSN:
1817-31995

palm

prrint

If othher algorithms like DTW is going
g
to be useed
the reccognition perccentage is onnly 88.10% for
f
centroidd based techniques and onlyy 76.33% [9] for
f
angle based
b
techniquues. If other algorithms likke
DTW, Back
B
Propagattion are to be used then mullti
biometrrics will be thee only solutionn to boost up thhe
recognition rates. This
T
will inn turn requiire
additionnal execution time. If the first biometrric
requiress O(n) then thhe second biom
metric will takke
anotherr O(n). This inn total will beecome O(2n). If

(i) FA
ACE DETEC
CTION
Theere are various ways by which a person cann be
identiffied. Of which
h one of them is face detectiion.
Each person perforrms a particullar expressionn in
differeent ways wiith which cllassification and
a
recognnition can be done
d
in ease. Itt helps to identtify
a persson by their ex
xpressions nam
mely smile, angger,
fear, disgust,
d
joy etc.
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HMM - Hidden Markov Model
DWT - Discrete Wavelet Transform
NN - Nearest Neighbor
NNw - Neural Network
ENN - Euclidean Nearest Neighbor
SVM - Support Vector Machine

SVM is to be used, a single algorithm can
outperform the combination of the two biometric.
(iv) FINGERPRINT RECOGNITION
Fingerprint is another widely used biometric
for authentication of persons in office, surveillance
and places where unauthorized entry into the
campus is prohibited. It produces a recognition
percentage of about 98 [10] using SVM on a
database of about 2000. SVM helps us in giving a
percentage of recognition nearing 100 which is
incredible. This installs in the minds of client that
the use of SVM can to a great extent prevent
intruders. So, SVM can very well be used in
military where the nation’s safety is under pressure.
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The graph above has taken into account the
classifiers which are greatly used by people for
recognition. This clearly gives a picture of the best
classifier which if used can give excellent
recognition rates.

Table1: Table showing the recognition rate of various
classifiers

BIOMET
RIC

FC

Figure2: Bar graph showing the various classifiers and
their % of recognition rates

VARIOUS MEASURES TO SHOW THE
BEST OF CLASSIFIERS

ALGORIT
HM

MVB

KNN

0

All the above mentioned biometrics tell us how
SVM serves as an aid to raise the recognition rate
to an almost 100% at all cases irrespective of the
database size and biometric applied to.

S.N
O

Classifiers

100

(v) IRIS RECOGNITION
Iris is one of the biometric which is unique to
every person. The feature that is used is generally
found in the colored ring of tissues that surround
the pupil. It has claimed to give 100% [11]
recognition rate using SVM. This cent percent
recognition rate was not obtained in a database of 5
or 6 but of 100 members which is quite a big
number.

3.
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The goal of this study is that different classifiers
give different recognition rates. As this paper has
conducted a survey of SVM classifier on gait
recognition, it tells how each percentage increase in
recognition rate would be a life saving factor of a
person especially if application is implemented in
telemedicine and hospitals.
(ii) Pitfalls of other classifiers
Each classifier has its shortcomings. Of
which few of them are considered below:
(i) In case of PCA, it is not possible to perform
linear separation of classes and linear
regression; only partial information of input
vector is stored whereas others are discarded.
(ii) HMM can train only positive data. In addition,
it cannot decrease the observation probability
of instances from other classes.
(iii) Neural Network has its computational burden
and the nature of its model development is also
empirical.
(iv) KNN involves time complexity which is very
high.

(i) Expansion of Acronyms
KNN - K-Nearest Neighbor
PCA - Principal Component Analysis
MVB - Machine Vision Based
FC - Fourier Component
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It is possible to perform classification for face
detection using SVM. They are doing in a two step
process. In the bottom step they are considering the
whole image and a kind of background subtraction
is done. In the top layer, the features that are
required are taken by the method of feature
reduction. As a result face detection is possible.
They combine hierarchical classification and SVM
classifier. When higher recognition rates are
considered SVM performs better compared to
hierarchy method because some of the difficult test
patterns do not reach the last layer in hierarchy. In
order to speed up the detection system feature
reduction is applied to the non-linear SVM found at
the top level was suggested by Bernd Heisele,
Thomas Serre, Sam Prentice and Tomaso Poggio
[4].

(v) DWT exhibits undershoot which means the
values tend to be negative even though the
original series is non-negative
4.

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

LITERATURE REVIEW

The literature survey of various classifiers below
helps us get an insight of the classifiers used in
pattern recognition.
There are methods available to detect hand
gestures using trajectory length. M.K. Bhuyan, P.K.
Bora and D. Ghosh [1] detects the hand and
calculates the trajectory path with the help of coordinates using Dynamic Time Warping algorithm
and tell us what gesture is performed based on the
parameters calculated. If the co-ordinates are in the
positive direction of X-axis then it is treated to be
moving in the right else moving left. In a similar
manner gestures can be identified. It seems to give
good recognition rates but its demerit supersedes its
merit. The main problem is with the algorithm
which has to align the test and prototype trajectories
during each classification as a result of which it is
not suitable for larger database as the computational
load keeps increasing which was said by M.K.
Bhuyan, P.K. Bora and D. Ghosh [1].

User authentication has been classified into three
main classes namely knowledge – based, object –
based and biometric – based methods for
recognizing users. This study tells us how biometric
method proves to be helpful in various walks of life
on a comparative basis. It gives a clear picture
about the various characteristics of biometric
techniques which make us opt for this technique.
They tell that combining gait with other biometric
may increase the accuracy of the recognition rate to
100%. They explain the kinds of impostors and how
they can change their gait to match the template.
So, they come to a conclusion by telling that the
probability of breaking many biometrics is very
difficult and time consuming. When the gender and
the behavior of gait are known to the impostor then
it acts as a drawback to the paper which was
suggested by Davrondzhon Gafurov [5].

There are various factors that affect the
recognition rates. It tells us how the dress we wear,
the temperature, accessories may affect the
classification or may lead to misclassifications.
38% of the persons were able to find their
colleagues using Moving Light Display (MLD)
which was better compared to the random 17%.
They have highlighted the pitfall in quasi gait
recognition which tells that this method requires
some knowledge which should be known before
hand such as the distance between the camera to the
subject and camera calibrations. As gait is a new
biometric, researches are made under variations of
foot wear, clothing etc which is explained by
Jeffrey E. Boyd and James J. Little [2].

SVM can rectify the pitfalls of the traditional
method. It tells how various aspects can be
performed for the detection of lane. While the
traditional method can only be applied for specific
situations, SVM can be used for all kinds of
situations which can give correct results. The
experiments are done in real road image and the
accuracy is found to be good. In their case SVM
does not train the road when the weather is bad like
snow, fog and heavy rain. The problem is due to the
weakness of the vision sensor and complexity of the
road which was suggested by Hao Zhang, Dibo Hou
and Zekui Zhou [6].

Subjects could be recognized by their manner of
walking and running. Fourier components are used
based on the rotation of the knee. Both the upper
and lower legs are considered and the calculation
performed. The recognition rate of walking is 96%
and that of running is 92%. It has also been shown
that with the inclusion of 50% noise level, walking
gives 80% and running gives 76% as highest
recognition rates. By using other improved
classifiers the recognition rate of running could be
improved significantly was stated by Chew-Yean
Yam, Mark S. Nixon and John N. Carter [3].

Gait recognition is comparatively good when
other biometrics is considered. Other biometrics
seems to be obscured many a times according to the
situation. Biometric like fingerprint recognition,
face recognition and iris recognition cannot be
clearly interpreted at a distance. Whereas gait
86
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have studied about various biometrics and other
classifiers widely used in pattern recognition. It is
found that the kind of classifier to be used varies
according to the problem. As far as gait recognition
is considered, SVM serves to be the best of
classifier which helps in increasing the recognition
rate and decreasing the time complexity. The
common pitfalls of various classifiers are less
accurate, misclassification in recognition rate and
increase in time complexity. This study is
concluded by stating that SVM is the best for gait
recognition, but the kind of feature to be selected is
yet to be improved.

recognition can be done so and classified correctly.
The results show that SVM is tested for various
kernel types like linear, polynomial and radial basis
function (RBF) and RBF gives the highest
percentage of performance. The experimentation is
done with the images in National Laboratory of
Pattern Recognition gait database and can recognize
gestures of people who have normal walk and
videos taken in side view which was suggested by
L.R.Sudha and Dr.R.Bhavani [7].
Hence, it is clear from the survey that SVM
proves to be the best for our application gait
recognition.
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